This report on “Foreign Trade of AB Bank Limited” is submitted to Mohammad Zakir Hossain Shorkar on 15 December 2009. This report was prepared as a requirement of internship program.

I have worked in the AB Bank Limited, kakrail branch for three months. As an intern, I had the opportunity to do different types of tasks related to general banking, which broadened my perception about AB Bank operation. During this period, I have used his observation and gained experience about various banking functions and day-to-day operation regarding the foreign trade.

AB Bank Limited, the first private sector bank under Joint Venture with Dubai Bank Limited. During the last 26 years, AB Bank Limited has opened 70 Branches in different Business Centers of the country, one foreign Branch in Mumbai, India, two Representative Offices in London and Yangon, Myanmar respectively and also established a wholly owned Subsidiary Finance Company in Hong Kong in the name of AB International Finance Limited. To facilitate cross border trade and payment related services, the Bank has correspondent relationship with over 220 international banks of repute across 58 countries of the World.

Since beginning, the bank acquired confidence and trust of the public and business houses by rendering high quality services in different areas of banking operations, professional competence and employment of the state of art technology. Thus, the objective of my study has been to find out the foreign trade on bank’s current level of online service and to recommend some necessary short term and strategic plans to ensure quality service. A tabulation work and a survey were conducted and the results are then interpreted.
In this report The organization gives the idea about of AB Bank, AB Bank’s objective, strategy. Then general banking division mainly discusses about my experience during my 3 months internship at the Bank. Project part contains the foreign trade division of AB Bank Limited,

The vision of AB Bank is to be the trendsetter for innovative banking with excellence & perfection, which delight the customer and an environment where the people excel. This bank has earned a good niche in the hearts of Bangladeshi people for its long-standing service and quality.

I again at the end of the summary would like to express my special thanks to Mr Soheab Imran AVP & Operations manager and all my colleagues, ABBL, Kakrail branch for providing me all the guidance and support that I need.

Besides, my thanks go to all the other member of AB Bank, and all my family members and friends for their co-operation at different level of my study.